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1. Introduction. We employ the notation and terminology intro
duced in the paper "On Central Topological Groups," p. 826 of this 
Bulletin. As announced there, the representation theory of [Z]-
groups (as well as their structure theory) generalizes and unifies in a 
natural fashion that of compact groups on one hand and of locally 
compact abelian groups on the other. 

The following basic definitions will be used throughout the exposi
tion: (1) Let G be a topological group. Consider continuous finite-
dimensional irreducible unitary representations p of G on the complex 
Hubert space Vp\ denote the degree of p by dp and the identity map 
on Vp by Idp. Form equivalence classes of these representations, with 
respect to unitary equivalence, and choose one representation from 
each class. We denote by 9? the totality of all such representations. 
(2) If p £ 9 î we denote by pa the coordinate functions associated with 
p relative to some orthonormal basis of Vp, by %P the character of p, 
and by 36 the family of all such characters. (3) We denote by gc, $u, 
and gco, respectively, the algebras of complex-valued functions on G 
which are continuous, uniformly continuous,3 and continuous with 
compact support; by g r the subalgebra of gw consisting of the repre
sentative functions associated with representations in 3t, and by %z 

the subalgebra of %c consisting of the central functions. (4) If ƒ£$<? 
and xGG then xAf denotes the conjugate of ƒ by x, i.e., (xAf)(y) 
=f(xyx~1). The restriction of ƒ to a subset 5 of G is f s. If 5 is a subset 
on which ƒ is bounded, ||/||,g stands for l.u.b. {\f(x) \ / x £ 5 } . Finally, 
Joizdx denotes the normalized Haar integral on G/Z and J\dx and 
fzdz are left invariant Haar integrals on G and Z respectively; nor
malized so that JG^JG/ZSZ) the associated Haar measures are de
noted by /JLG/Z, M<?> a n d jJLz- (5) At times, functions on G/Z will be re
garded as functions on G. 

The next two theorems are technical results required for the in
vestigation. 
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3 Since [ Z ] C [-STiV], both uniform structures coincide. 
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